We present the interactive, adaptive i-Notation system assisting annotators in effective labeling visual movie content. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to annotating the names of players. Multimodal information sources are processed automatically, dealing with varying quality of available sources to provide the basis for intelligent interaction. Through a user model designed for evaluation, significant improvements in annotation efficiency are demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
The evolution of DVD and interactive movies brings a demand for a variety of information from movies. Fully automatic answering of consumers's semantic queries is still an utopia. We target at assisting the annotators for interactive movie applications in enriching the video data with semantic metadata. People are mostly interested in seeing people in movies, and consequently people dominate most shots in a movie. Therefore, we focus on assisting annotators in labeling who is in the video.
The who? question requires to attach a label to each shot, describing the characters visible in the shot. A character is the name of a personage with a speaking part, excluding people with a decorative role. A label describes all persons visible in the shot. If no people at all are visible in the shot the label is empty. The "unidentified people" label is used when people are visible in the shot but none of them can be recognized as a character.
The trivial approach to annotation is sequential, where shots are annotated one by one in a cumbersome process. Ideally, all shots with the same label should be labeled simultaneously. The shot selection problem is concerned with grouping shots with the same label. The second component of an effective system is the label selection for shots. Since most characters in a movie are not famous, finding out who is who is a time consuming task. A video annotation tool should efficiently assist the annotator in finding out who is in the shot. 0-7803-7304-9/02/$17.00 C2002 IEEE We focus on computer assisted annotation, which is concerned with the assignment of labels to video content through data analysis. Examples of automatic annotation systems are Name-It [I] and FourEyes for video [Z]. Name-It requires an explicit link between the visual appearance of a person and its label, such as a video caption. FourEyes is geared to TV series with a small cast and an accurate script. Use of short videos allows for an image based approach.
Movies do not contain explicit links between character names and their visual appearance. Also, it contains a large amount of shots and a large cast of actors. Therefore, we create an interactive environment to assist an annotator using automatic techniques for labeling. Our interactive, adaptive tool i-Notation assists a user in efficient grouping of shots and in finding labels. To this end, visual information, speech and scripts are processed automatically.
A general problem for interactive annotation systems is their objective evaluation. We employ a user model for evaluation of the i-Notation tool's performance. Three popular, full-length movies were used for evaluation.
INFORMATION SOURCES
For movies, various information sources are available. The movie itself contains visual and aural information as well as textual closed captions, while production scripts contain information about movie content. In addition, movie encyclopedias are an external information source providing structured information about who is playing in the movie. In this section we describe what features of the available information sources are used to find out who plays in a shot.
Visual information shows who appears in a movie. Aural information discloses what is said by whom. Script text describes what is said and by whom, but contrary to the other sources it is not time coded. Closed captions do have time codes, but they lack character names. Thus, scripts and closed captions are supplementary in the textual modality.
Faces are important visual information. Face detection as used in Name-It for news could be used in movies as well, but is expected to result in lower performance, since the people move around more and faces are usually filmed sideways. A movie annotation system using face detection has to deal with severe uncertainty in detection results.
ture. Narrative movies are divided into semantically coherent parts. Visually the coherence translates to repetition of shots looking similar, such as in a dialogue. Since generally the character remains in the same setting, the background can be used to relate shots with the same character. The speaker could be identified by using aural information. However, current techniques in speech processing are not sufficiently sophisticated to work on an untrained data set, especially when speech is mixed with background music and noise. Another approach to speaker detection is nece s s q for synchronization with the visual content.
is said, viz. aural information, closed captions, and script. Speech in aural information equals information in the closed captions, where the latter form has a smaller error rate [3] . The speaker names found in a script have to be linked to the visual content indirectly by using closed captions.
Visual information is also important to define movie struc-
Three information sources contain information about what

SHOT SELECTION
For shot selection, the user's previous labeling actions are used, allowing for adaptive shot selection. The goal is to find the unlabeled shots most likely to have the target label. We choose the target label to be the previous selected label. Interaction information comprises both positive and negative information about shot labels. A user gives positive information, when he selects a label and associated shots. Thus, negative information is given for the remaining shots becayse they are not associated with the selected label.
according to the likelihood they match the target label. The likelihood is based on the following similarity scores:
Based on the various information sources, shots are ranked V~S U Q~ similarity between already labeled shots and an unlabeled shot.
Visual similarity is based on positive feedback, making use of shot repetition described before. Again, the background is used to compare shots. We use a combination of the hue-saturation histogram for the chromatic part of the color space and the intensity histogram for the achromatic part.
A shot is compared to all shots already labeled with the target label. The score for the most similar labeled shot is used as the final visual similarity score.
Visual dissimilarity between shots not having the target label and an unlabeled shot.
Visual dissimilarity is based on negative feedback. A shot shown while the user was selecting the target label, but not Label similarity between target label and expected label for the unlabeled shot.
Label similarity measures to what extent the character names in the target label correspond to the names of the speaking characters in the shot. For each shot an expected label is extracted from the script. This label is compared to the target label for common names. A small neighborhood of the unlabeled shot is used because speech is not precisely synchronized with visual content.
Person presence similarity between target label and unlabeled shot.
Person presence similarity measures correspondence of the unlabeled shot's visual content to the target label's type. Due to poor face detection performance, it is restricted to measuring whether both shot and label contain people.
Temporal similarity between unlabeled shot and shots known to have the target label.
Temporal similarity makes use of the movie characteristic that characters are more likely to reappear in close by shots. It is similar to the temporal attraction used in [4] .
The five similarity scores are combined into an overall similarity measure between the given label and the unlabeled shot, so that shots can be ranked.
The top ranked shots are shown to the annotator in the form of key frames. The annotator selects the shots with a similar label as well as the label itself. The system computes a new ranking and the process iterates, as shown in figure I. 
LABEL SELECTION
Often an annotator does not know what label to assign to a character. There are more unknown supporting actors in a movie than Hollywood stars. We propose a WhoIsWho function for the i-Notation tool to help annotators find the correct label. The function works both ways in associating shots and labels. Its most common use is finding a label for selected shots. It can also be used as a verification in case the annotator is not convinced by the system's answer. WhoIsWho targets at finding a label for one person only. WhoIsWho tells which character names can be associated with the given shots based on the analysis of the script. 
EVALUATING I-NOTATION
Forevaluation of shot selection and label selection user modeling is used, providing full control over experimental parameters, and resulting in consistent evaluation.
Ground truth
We apply two rules for the annotation of persons. First, we focus on the head of a person, as it is usually the only identifiable body part. The head has to be visible in the key frame presented. Secondly, we require the face of the person to be visible and recognizable in the shot. Note, that the head of a person does not necessarily equal his face.
Celebrities are excluded from WhoIsWho evaluation.
We define a celebrity as a an actor whose picture is published in his Internet Movie Database biography.
Shot selection evaluation
The evaluation criterion for shot selection should measure labeling effort. The effort is measured by counting the number of user interactions, i.e. the number of times a user made a shot selection for a label. Although annotation consist of more than just selecting shots and labels, other efforts are independent of the shot selection method.
A maximum and a minimum number of interactions can be computed. The maximum number of interactions is the number of shots, i.e. each shot is labeled individually. The minimum number of interactions is counted by following an ideal case scenario in which as much shots as possible are labeled with one interaction. The resulting number depends on the number of shots shown on the screen and on the label distribution in the movie, reflecting the inherent complexity of annotating the movie.
For measuring interactive annotation performance gain G for a found number of interactions J , we use the maximum number of interactions m as a reference point.
The value for G ranges between 0% and 100%. The worst case scenario, where m is reached, results in 0%. Even the ideal case scenario does not reach 100%, as user judgement is still needed. In practice, the upper bound for the criterion value equals the performance gain in the case of a minimal amount of interactions.
As the maximum number of interactions is based on the default situation of having no tools, the evaluation criterion reflects the economic impact of tools assisting annotators.
Evaluating label selection
Label selection helps a user form his opinion. Although it is hard to measure to what extent proposed labels influence the user, the amount of correct advices can be measured.
In the user model, the user selects the shots having a similar label. 
RESULTS
We defined the ground truth for the movies "Shakespeare in Love", "Sneakers" and "LA Confidential". Automatic shot segmentation results in 5899 shots in total for the six hours of movie play time. Scripts for the movies are publicly available on Internet. For evaluation of shot selection performance, the sequential annotation strategy and the adaptive annotation strategy were used. Value m in the worst case scenario corresponds to the number of shots evaluated. In the ideal case scenario, a faultless system is simulated using a priori available ground truth information.
The graph in figure 3 shows how the annotation performance gain is influenced by the amount of shots displayed.
Increasing the number from 4 to 9 has a relatively large impact on performance, but further increasing of display size does not have a big impact. Therefore, we choose to use a 9 (3x3) shot display for our experiments. Table 1 shows the annotation performance gains for the three movies.
Label selection was evaluated for the three movies, resulting in 102 calls to the WhoIsWho function in total. The results for label selection are shown in table 2. The movie "Sneakers" profits from its lower complexity, i.e. a smaller cast than the other movies. 
I. CONCLUSION
A multimodal adaptive approach pays off for interactive annotation of movie characters. The adaptive approach for selection of shots with the same label requires 33%-50% less interactions than for the sequential approach. Annotators can save a significant amount of time.
Finding out who is the character shown in selected shots is done with the label selection technique WhoIsWho as implemented in the i-Notation system. The WhoIsWho function can be used in a relatively small amount of cases only because many characters have few lines of speech while appearing frequently visually. In cases WhoIsWho does provide a name, it is very reliable; success rates for all evaluated movies are high. In addition, WhoIsWho reduces complexity of label selection for the remaining character names.
In conclusion, i-Notation is a powerful tool for annotators selecting shots and labels.
